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Two factors are quickly apparent in connection with surveys of adult
reading: relatively few have been undertaken in recent years in comparison
with the activity in this area fifteen to twenty-five years ago, and all too many
of those which have been undertaken have relied upon poor methodology. A
number of the major studies made in the past emphasized the need for continu-
ing research in the field, but such calls for greater expenditure of effort and
money have not been answered in recent years.
While studies of adult reading in general have been extremely scarce,
studies limited to the reading of college graduates are virtually non-existent.
In order to find any data concerning this increasingly important segment of
the library's constituency, it is necessary to find those general studies which
present analyses of statistics by education. Most studies have made such
analyses. In many cases, however, "college-educated" actually means
"attended college," and it is usually impossible to ascertain how large a pro-
portion of those included in such a designation might have attended college only
for a semester or less. In addition to the general studies of adult reading, this
paper includes the results of a number of investigations into the reading habits
of various professional groups. This has been done on the premise that college
education is for the most part considered essential to entrance into these pro-
fessions and occupations.
*This report was prepared by the Library Research Center, Graduate
School of Library Science, for the use of the Adult Services Division,
American Library Association, at the St. Louis Conference, June 28-July 4,
1964.
National surveys. -- On the national scale, very little has been done in the past
fifteen years. In the mid-forties, three major studies were undertaken and these
are still being cited when an authoritative statement concerning reading is desired.
In 1945 a national survey was made on readership and book-buying habits, sponsored
by the Book Manufacturers' Institute and carried out under the direction of Henry C.
Link of the Psychological Corporation and Harry Arthur Hopf of the Hopf Institute
of Management (10).* The same year the National Opinion Research Center made a
survey for the American Library Association and seventeen cooperating city libra-
ries (13). A third major study was made in 1947 by the Survey Research Center of
the University of Michigan as a part of the Public Library Inquiry (15).
For many years periodic surveys of the reading habits of adults have been made
by the American Institute of Public Opinion (80). These, however, are difficult to
locate and are seldom mentioned in the literature. The American Library Association
has made surveys of the opinions of librarians concerning reading for the years 1961,
1962, and 1963. The questionnaire for the 1961 survey was mailed to 230 libraries;
119 of these responded (1:1-2). It should be noted, however, that in essence this was
a survey of circulation figures with librarians' interpretations of these figures. There
was, furthermore, no analysis made which would give specific information concerning
the reading interests and habits of college graduates.
Joseph Mersand has endeavored to find something about the reading habits of
college students (11). He sent queries to each librarian of the 2,011 institutions
listed in Part 3 of the Education Directory of the U. S. Office of Education for 1959-
1960 and asked a series of six questions concerning the reading habits and tastes
of the college students of today. A total of 467 librarians replied, representing
23.2 per cent of the colleges and universities of the United States. Unfortunately,
Mersand does not indicate anything about the ratio of small colleges and large
universities represented by his respondents. Moreover, his questions are so worded
that his results present simply the opinions of those filling out the questionnaire.
Studies of limited scope. -- When it comes to studies of more limited scope,
the picture is a bit brighter, numerically at least. There are a number of valuable
summaries of earlier limited studies: Gray and Munroe, The Reading Interests and
Habits of Adults (7:9-103); Gray and Rogers, Maturity in Reading (8:16-46); Asheim
in Henry, Adult Reading (9:5-28); Asheim, "Research in Mass Communication and
Adult Reading" (2); and Gray, "Reading" (6:1088-1096). Studies of college student
reading are summarized by Asheim in Price, Reading for Life (3).
There have been a few studies of the alumni of individual institutions, such as
Hart's study of Goucher College alumnae (17) and McDonnell's study of Spelman
College alumnae (18). Both of these were based on mail questionnaires; results
must be treated with great caution in view of the low response in each case. Hart
*The numbers in parentheses refer to the references in the bibliography. Where
two numbers appear, as in (10:57), the second number gives the page reference.
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sent out 1,011 questionnaires and received 321 replies, or 31.8 per cent (17:15).
McDonnell sent out 181 questionnaires, of which thirty-five were undeliverable
and sixty-two were returned, representing a return of 42. 5 per cent of the quest-
ionnaires received by alumnae (18:6). McDonnell's results are made all the more
questionable when one considers the unrepresentative occupations of her sixty-two
respondents: forty-five, or 72. 5 per cent were professional women (education,
social work, medicine), while only fifteen or 24. 2 per cent listed themselves as
housewives (18:11).
Several studies have been made in recent years of the reading of members of
professional groups. In some of these, professional reading has been the main
concern of the surveys; in others, attention has been focused on general reading.
One of a number of surveys made of the reading habits of business executives was
carried out by Edwaid C. Bursk in 1957 (22). Concerned particularly with ascer-
taining the business periodical reading of this group, Bursk took every seventh
name from the list of some 70, 000 names of leading executives of 23, 000 companies
listed in Poor's Register of Directors and Executives. Of the 10, 000 questionnaires
sent out, only 1,484 or 14.8 per cent were filled out and returned (22:96).
Reading habits of psychologists were investigated by the staff of Contemporary
Psychology in 1956 (20). Selecting the first name on every odd page of the 1955
Directory of the American Psychological Association, Contemporary Psychology
sent out inquiries to 175 fellows of the American Psychological Association. Re-
plies were received from 123, or 69. 7 per cent (20:268). Professional reading by
a particular group of elementary school teachers was the subject of a study made
by Helen Fisher, in which an attempt was made to establish t .. some basis for
comparing possible influences of the school environments..." by drawing cases for
interview from four elementary schools within a single school district (26:282).
Reading by professional librarians was studied by Bundy and Womack in December,
1959 (21). Using Who's Who in Library Service as the source for names, Bundy and
Womack took the name of the first person on every third page who had a library school
degree and who at the time of publication was working in a public library. Two hundred
questionnaires were sent out. Of these, 116 were returned in time for inclusion in the
report, 63.4 per cent of the 183 questionnaires actually delivered. The authors of the
study are careful to point out its limitations. Of these, the following caution is parti-
cularly applicable to almost all of the studies included in this paper: "The nature of the
questionnaire, in itself, introduces a possible bias. Those who read very little might
be less inclined to return a reading study questionnaire. Librarians may recall their
reading as either more or better than they actually do" (21:428).
Contrary to what might be expected, studies limited to particular geographical
areas have greatly declined in recent years. Katherine Prescott made one such
study in 1954, studying exact records of books and magazines borrowed from the
Norwood Branch of the Cleveland Public Library by 577 adult readers during the
month of February (46). This study was thus limited to users of a single library.
branch and to their reading only of materials obtained from the library.
4Several studies have been made of the characteristics of men and women enrolled
in adult study groups. Most of these have included statistics on the reading habits of
the participants. Perhaps the most thorough of these surveys was that made by the
National Opinion Research Center in 1957 of the participants in the Great Books pro-
gram (40). In studying the characteristics of the members of the discussion groups,
the researchers found the high level of education to be the most striking feature.
Thus, 60 per cent of the participants had graduated from college, as against 6 per
cent of the total United States adult population; 16 per cent had no college, compared
to 86 per cent of the adult population in the United States. The following observation
is made in the report: "Thus, it is perhaps fair to characterize Great Books as a
program for, and almost limited to, 'college people,' the majority of whom have a
bachelor's degree, and a considerable proportion of whom report graduate work or
degrees beyond the bachelor's" (40:11). It should be noted, however, that this group
is hardly typical of college graduates as a whole with respect to reading interests
and habits.
Market research surveys. -- The last few decades have seen an increasing flow
of market research studies of all kinds. Many of these touch on reading in one way
or another. Newspapers, magazines, and organizations concerned with mass media
and advertising have undertaken surveys examining the characteristics of readers of
individual and various groups of publications. Many of these surveys have employed
careful methodology and have been published in most attractive form. One of the
best of these was undertaken by Audits and Surveys Company, Inc. in 1962 and
sponsored by Newsweek magazine (61). In order to find out the average issue audi-
ences of Newsweek, Time, U. S. News & World Report, Life, and the Saturday Evening
Post, the survey conducted telephone interviews with 14, 986 individuals age 15 and over
in 8,495 telephone households in about 200 cities, towns, and townships throughout the
Continental United States (61:7, 8). A section of this study, as is the case in similar
surveys, shows what percentages of college-educated adults are readers of the respect-
ive magazines. By bringing together similar studies which would include the greatest
possible variety of magazines surveyed, it should be possible to get some sort of picture
as to the reading tastes of college graduates with respect to periodical literature.
Librarians and educators interested in reading studies would do well to examine
a number of surveys in the area of market research and compare them with studies
published by librarians--as, for example, the American Library Association year-
end polls. Commercial enterprises have found that excellence is the pathway to
success in audience research; surely, professional librarians and educators should
be willing to settle for nothing less.
Inquiries into the Extent of Reading
Reading of books. -- Almost all surveys have demonstrated a strong correlation
between education and extent of reading. Link and Hopf divided readers into three
groups: active readers (those who read a book yesterday or within the past month),
inactive readers (those who read a book within the past year), and non-readers (those
who had not read a book within one year) (10:57). Following this division, their study
came up with this analysis (10:60):
5Educational Level of Readers
Last School
Attended
College
High school
Grade school
Active
Readers
71%
51
25
Inactive
Readers
19%
24
19
Non-
readers
10%
25
56
From the survey made by the National Opinion Research Center in 1945, the
following breakdown can be derived (13:6):
Amount of Time Spent Reading Books Per Week
Last School 7 Hours 1-6 1/2 Hour
Attended or More Hours or Less**
College 41% 381% 21%
High school * * 37
Grade school 13 30 57
All people 22 34 44
*Figures not given
**Includes many responding, "none."
The following analysis is adapted from data published by Campbell and Metzner as
a part of the Public Library Inquiry (5:55):
Number of Books Reported Read the Preceding Year
10-
Level of Education 50+ 49
Number
Not
5-9 1-4 None Known
Some or completed college
Completed high school
Completed grade school or some high school
None or some grade school
19% 38%
10 29
3 16
2 3
As reported by Graham DuShane in Science, the American Institute of Public
Opinion in a 1955 poll found that the extent of reading had declined from that re-
ported in the mid-forties:
In the United States no more than 17 per cent of all adults were to be found
reading books at the time of the most recent survey. This is in sorry contrast
to the percentages in several other countries: Canada, 31; Australia, 34;
England, 55.
The reading habits of our high-school and college graduates are likewise
depressing: 57 per cent of our high-school and 26 per cent of our college
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graduates have not read a single book for the past year. A special study
confined to college graduates showed that five out of six had not read a
serious book outside their fields of special interest during the preceding
several months. -- (80)
The ALA's "1961 Year End Adult Reading Interest Poll, " while indicating
nothing concerning reading outside the library, does suggest that users of the
library are reading more:
Adult book circulation increased 32 per cent in the last five years in the
libraries surveyed.... Seventy per cent of the librarians reporting said
increased travel and higher book budgets making more books available on
given subjects contributed to the increase in circulation, and 60 per cent
felt that the increased educational level of the reader was an important
factor. -- (1:2)
While not a study of the reading of college graduates, Joseph Mersand's inquiry
into the reading of today's college students (11) may be mentioned here, inasmuch as
today's students are tomorrow's graduates. In his questionnaire, Mersand asked,
"Are college students reading more or fewer books, other than their required text-
books, than their predecessors of ten, twenty, or thirty years ago, depending upon
your own association with college students?" Mersand reports that 64 per cent of
the librarians answering this question stated that they felt college students were
reading more, 20 per cent that they were reading less, and 10 per cent were uncer-
tain. It should be noted, however, that 108 librarians returning the questionnaire
did not answer this question. Thus, of those who returned the questionnaire (23
per cent of those originally contacted), 49 per cent believed that college students
were reading more and 16 per cent that they were reading less. Thirty-five per
cent said they did not know, replied in such a way that their answer could not be
fitted into the tabulation, or did not answer the question at all (11:238).
It is difficult to correlate the results of the studies of limited scope, mainly
because of the extremely wide variation in approach and presentation of the data.
It may, however, be of value to set down some of the results of a few of these
surveys.
Studies of the reading habits of business executives have mainly been concerned
with their reading of business periodicals. A 1956 survey of executive subscribers
to The Management Review presents an interesting picture. The average number of
business books reported read by this group was slightly over four in the preceding
year (35:66). "Survey respondents read, on the average, eleven non-business books
last year. The differences among individuals are tremendous--all the way from zero
to several hundred books" (35:68).
A survey reported by Fortune in 1954, however, gives some figures respecting
book reading (31:117):
Books Read Per Year by Business Executives
Number of
Books
Over 60
37-60
25-36
13-24
7-12
1-6
Read no books
No answer
Percent of
Reader s
6.2%
11.0
8.4
15.6
21.6
27. 2
4.6
5.4
Contemporary Psychology's survey of psychologists also covered professional
and non-professional reading. Respondents were asked to indicate the number of
books read during the preceding six-month period, the questionnaire specifying three
levels of intimacy with materials handled (20:268):
Books Read During Six-Month Period by Psychologists
Range
Profe ssional
Books
0-80
0-80
0-100
Other
Books
0-50
0-25
0-30
Mean
Professional Other
Books Books
4,8 6.9
5.7 2. 2
7.3 2. 6
Median
Professional
Books
3
3
4
The survey made by Bundy and Womack found that 97 per cent of librarians re-
sponding to their questionnaire were currently reading a book and 99 per cent had read
at least one book in the preceding month (21:430). A similar study by Waitz, surveying
the reading of librarians at a single institution, found that 92 per cent were currently
reading a book and 97 per cent had read one book or more in the preceding month (36:7).
The two studies provide the following comparison of reading reported by public librarians
(21:430) and by librarians at the University of Illinois (36:7):
Number of Books Read in Preceding Month by Librarians
Public
Librarians
U. of I.
Librarians
Over 15 5% 11%
11-15 11 3
6-10 28 30
1-5 56 56
A consideration of the few geographical studies which have been made leads rather
quickly to the conclusion that there is particular need for intensive research in this
field. A comparison of results of such studies highlights the vast differences which pre-
vail in reading characteristics not only from community to community, but also between
a given community and the national average.
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8A survey made of Los Angeles in 1948 by Field and Peacock Associates (43)
found that residents of that city professed a reading level significantly above the
national average. Forty-two per cent of those interviewed had read a book with-
in the past week, 49 per cent within the past two weeks, 57 per cent within the past
month , 70 per cent within the past six months, and 77 per cent within the past
year (43:1). In answer to the question, "When did you last read a book?"-persons
interviewed supplied the following information (43: adapted from Table A-4):
Reading Profile for Los Angeles Residents
Time Period Within Which Resident Last Read a Book
8-14 15-30 2-6 6 Months Beyond a
Level of Education Week Days Days Months a Year Year Ago
Completed college 58% 6% 12% 9% 4% 11%
Some college 53 7 13 10 5 12
Completed high school 42 6 7 16 9 20
Some high school 39 6 9 15 6 25
Completed grade school 33 7 1 13 10 36
None or some grade school 26 6 6 10 6 46
All interviewees 42 6 9 13 7 23
Data in the above table are readily adaptable to the readership
by Link and Hopf (10:57):
divisions put forward
Reading Profile for Los Angeles Residents
Last School
Attended
College
High school
Grade school
Active
Readers
74%
55
40
Inactive
Readers
14%
23
20
Non-
readers
12%
22
40
In a study made the same year of a completely different type of locale, Hannis
Smith surveyed the reading habits of a Mississippi plantation community (47). Of
this group, those who had one or more years of college numbered 35 persons out
of a total of 150 interviewed. Seventy-eight per cent of those who had one or more
years of college reported they had read at least one book in the preceding three-
month period; the average number of books read by this group for the period was
5.2. Fifty-one per cent of those with one or more years of high school education had
read at least one book within the period, as compared to 26 per cent of those with
grade school education or less (47:58).
It might be expected that participants in adult study groups would read more
books than the average. A survey of participants in Liberal Arts Discussion pro-
grams in the Los Angeles area was made in 1956 (39:iv-v). Eighty-eight per cent
of the participants had some schooling beyond high school. "...of the 150 in the
_____ _.._ _ ~_ _.___ __ ___ _~__. _ _.~~.___ _
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sample, 59 per cent had college degrees. Of these, 13 had Master's degrees; nine
had law degrees; six were M.D. 's; two were Ph.D. 's and two had dental degrees"
(39:12). The average number of books reported read was one a month. .Thirty-
six per cent reported that they read three or more books a month; 27 per cent read
one or two books'a month; 37 per cent read less than one book a month. "None re-
ported reading less than two books a year" (39:15).
While it seems evident that there is great need for a current study comparable
in scope to the three national surveys made in the mid-forties, the limited studies
which have been made more recently fit in with the general picture presented by the
earlier surveys. The amount of reading done by college graduates is much greater
than by those with lesser education. What is most striking, however, is the small
overall amount of reading done by college graduates. While on a comparative basis
college graduates may come out rather well, on a straight consideration of the totals
it must be admitted that the situation is not overly encouraging. Graham DuShane is
one of many expressing emphatic concern:
The statistics give evidence of a grave cultural inadequacy and an even
graver cultural decline. Books, both new and old, play an important part,
possibly an indispensable part, in the transmission of the ideas that hold a
civilization together. The relatively small--and apparently declining--
number of people in the United States who read books should be a matter for
general concern. We have heard much about Rudolf Flesch's book, Why
Johnny Can't Read, a book that has been widely discussed. Whether or not
Johnny can read is one thing, whether or not he does when he grows up is
another. The answer apparently is: seldom. -- (80)
Reading of books, magazines, and newspapers. -- A number of studies have in-
vestigated total amount of reading, some of these comparing amount of time spent
on the respective media, others merely indicating in a general way something about
reading of magazines and newspapers as well as of books. Link and Hopf approached
this in two ways: percentage of people who read "yesterday" in the three media and
average time spent "yesterday" in reading (10:113-115):
Percentage of Those Who Read a Book, Magazine, or Newspaper Yesterday
Last School Kind of Material Read
Attended Book Magazine Newspaper
College 34% 54% 93%
High school 20 40 , 88
Grade school 9 23 73
All adults 21 40 85
10
Average Time Spent Yesterday in Reading
Last School
Attended
College
High school
Grade schoc
All adults
Minutes Spent in Reading
Book Magazine Newspape r
23 26 38
12 20 36
) 4 11 32
13 19 35
The Public Library Inquiry surveyed the number of magazines read, and the
frequency of newspaper reading (5:58-59):
Number of Magazines Read Regularly
7 or
Level of Education
Some or completed college
Completed high school
Completed grade school or some high sch.
None or some grade school
M(
1
ore 4-6 1-3
.1% 35% 34%
6 30 40
2 17 44
S 9 28
None.
9%
17
31
55
Not
Specified
11%
7
6
8
All adults _ 4 21 37 31 7
Frequency of Newspaper Reading
More 2-5 Less
Than Times Than Not
Once Every Per Once Once Don't Ascer-
Level of Education a Day Day Week a Week a Week Read tained
Some or completed college 28% 64% 3%1 2% 10 2%
Completed high school 20 75 2 2 - 1 -
Completed grade school or
some high school 11 74 4 4 2 2 3
None or some grade school 5 59 2 9 3 19 3
All adults 13 69 3 5 2 6 2
Hart's study of Goucher College alumnae reported the following comparative
data (17:38):
Time Spent on Reading by Goucher College Alumnae
Alumnae Who Read Hours Spent Per Week
During Week Average Median
Books 81.6% 7.2 10
Magazines 89.7 3.8 7
Newspapers a 91.6 4.9 7
~_-.I---- - ----- ~ C)-~3L--·-- -~-- -·II-- -- -- --------t-r~c
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It is interesting to compare these figures with the data reported by Link and
Hopf. The percentages of Goucher alumnae currently reading books and magazines
are far above the parallel figures presented in the Link and Hopf study. The fact
that the national survey uses " yesterday" and the Goucher study the entire week
could account for a part of this difference. There is no significant difference in
the figures for newspaper reading. In amount of time spent in reading, Goucher
alumnae claim much more book reading than the national average, while there is a
close similarity in the two studies with respect to time spent in reading magazines
and newspapers.
McDonnell's study of Spelman alumnae took a somewhat different approach
(18:15, 25, 35):
Frequency of Reading by Spelman College Alumnae
Regular Occasional Never
Books 55% 44% 2
Magazines 84 15 1
Newspapers 98 2
Strong's study of executives' reading gives the following averages for non-
business reading during the week: books, two and one-third hours; magazines,
three and one-fourth hours; newspapers, four and one-half hours (35:67). These
averages are strikingly similar to the figures for college-educated adults reported
by Link and Hopf.
A survey limited to newspaper reading was undertaken in 1961 by the American
Newspaper Publishers Association and reported that 76 per cent of those with college
education read at least one newspaper every day, as against 65 per cent of those with
high school education and 52 per cent of those with grade school education (48:35).
Somewhat different are the results of a study made in 1956 on newspaper and magazine
circulation in rural Wisconsin (57:8, 26, 28):
Rural Wisconsin Subscribers to Daily Newspapers and Magazines
Daily One or More News or
News - Non-farm Feature
Last School Attended paper Magazines Magazines
College 84.6% 63.3% 50.6%
High school 74.9 40.4 22. 9
Grade school or less 70.6 31.5 16.,
Reading and other forms of mass communication. -- It was once thought that with
12
an increase in amount of leisure time, there would be a corresponding increase in the
amount of time devoted to reading. Such, however, has not been the case in the United
States in the present century. A few studies have endeavored to deal with this situation,
surveying reading in relation to various other factors of modern life competing for man's
leisure time. The following table is adapted from data gathered by Link and Hopf in
1945 (10:113, 115):
Average Time Spent Yesterday on Reading, Radio, Movies
Last School
Attended
Average Time Spent in Minutes
Reading Radio Movies
College 87 79 16
High school 68 95 22
Grade school 47 77 16
All adults 67 84 18
The Public Library Inquiry approached the problem in a different way, making
separate tabulations for radio listening and movie attendance (5:61, 63):
Relationship of Educational Level to Time Spent Listening to the Radio
Hours Per Day Spent Listenin to
Less
More Than No Ascer-
Level of Education Than 6 1-6 One None Radio tained
Some or completed college 10% 73% 7% 4% 1% 5%
Completed high school 21 63 8 4 1 3
Completed grade school or some
high school 15 66 5 4 5 5
None or some grade school 7 63 8 4 15 3
All adults 13 66 7 4 6 4
Frequency of Movie Attendance
Number of Movies Attended Per Month
Less Not
More Than Ascer-
Level of Education Than 4 1 -4 One None tained
Some or completed college 17% 62% 14% 7% -%
Completed high school 20 56 13 11
Completed grade school or some
high school
None or some grade school
17
7
48
37
16
14
19
39 3
All-~ adult 14 49 15- 21 1---·- -- -- ----- ·- -- ·
Radio
Not
15 21 1
- - 'Y -- I I I I
All adults 14 49
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While no comparable surveys have been made in the past few years, limited
studies have demonstrated clearly that television has greatly changed the situation.
Leo Bogart in The Age of Television surveys a number of studies dealing with the
effect of television on reading: "From the very beginning of TV, studies of its impact
have indicated strongly that reading as an activity has suffered even among the formerly
heavy readers who made up the early television public..." (51:133). Furthermore,
f... the decline was just as pronounced among college graduates as among other
persons... " (51:137).
It is evident, however, that the picture is a most complex one. For one thing,
the decline of reading may not be as prominent with respect to books as to other
forms of reading matter. Furthermore, the tremendous growth of popularity of quality
paperbound books within the last decade is a phenomenon that cannot be disregarded.
Citing an earlier study Lazarsfeld made for the Book-of-the-Month Club in which he
reported that voluminous readers also read a high proportion of serious books while
in the case of radio the heaviest users listened to the lowest proportion of serious
programs, Bogart suggests there are two contradictory tendencies at work respecting
the relation between reading and listening/viewing:
On the one hand are the better educated, more serious book readers, whose tastes
are sufficiently cultivated or specialized so that the bulk of broadcast fare is
uninteresting to them; they were light radio listeners and are now light television
viewers. On the other hand are those persons who read books largely for light
entertainment and who are, like the heavy magazine readers, among the more avid
listeners and watchers.
While these two contrasting groups represent extremes which shade into each
other, they apparently exist in sufficiently similar numbers so that they cancel
each other out when they are averaged together. This might explain why the
listening (and now perhaps the viewing) of all book readers resembles that of the
remaining three-fourths of the population who do not read at least one book a
month. -- (51:134)
Corroboration of this explanation is perhaps found through examination of magazine
circulation records. Bogart grouped magazines into three cultural or intellectual levels,
labeling them, "high brow," "middle brow," and "not too-middle brow," and suggesting
the Atlantic might be at one end of the continuum and True Confessions at the other
(51:148):
High-brow magazines more than doubled circulation between 1946 and 1954. In
fact, the higher the intellectual level, the greater the growth. The great mass of
general circulation of middle-brow magazines grew by about half. Magazines
appealing to the least educated element stayed at about the same circulation level.
Non-ABC magazines, many of which are at the lower levels of taste, dropped a
fourth of their circulation, and comic books are struggling to hold their own. -- (51:148)
Writing in the Journalism Quarterly, Bogart suggests two possible explanations
for this trend:
(1) As Americans become better educated their reading tastes are be-
14
coming more sophisticated; (2) television presents a greater distrac-
tion for the person of average or below-average education than for the
better-schooled, who are also less apt to be repelled by the printed-
word. -- (52:157)
With respect to the effect of television on newspaper reading, Bogart points out
that there is a complex relationship between an individual's educational level and the
regularity of his newspaper reading, as well as the number of papers he reads, the
thoroughness with which he reads them, and the amount of time he spends reading
each paper:
As education goes up, so does the proportion of readers who read more
than one paper, the regularity of reading (expressed in terms of the
number of days of the week on which a paper is read), and the thorough-
ness of reading (as reported by the respondent). But the person with a
college education spends less time with the average paper he reads than
does the person who has never gone beyond grade school. Since the col-
lege man reads more papers each day, he spends more time with news-
papers altogether, even though his reading speed takes him more quickly
through each one. -- (53:123)
Inquiries into Reading Interests
The survey of reading interests reported in 1929 by Gray and Munroe was
concerned mainly with such matters as parts of newspapers read and titles and types
of magazines read. Only slight attention was given to specific interests with respect
to book reading (7:69-103). Quite otherwise is the 1931 book, What People Want to
Read About, by Waples and Tyler. This presents a painstakingly conceived concept
for ascertaining reading interest on 117 specific topics, the results obtained by
Waples and Tyler through application of their method, and their recommendations
for the continued use of their method on a wider scale. Some of the more important
of these recommendations are:
1. That the interest patterns of all groups composing the clienteles
of particular authors, publishers, and booksellers be determined
for the guidance of the book trade in different localities.
2. That similar patterns be determined by newspapers and general
magazines for use in the selection of interesting material for
publication.
3. That similar patterns be determined by public libraries as a basis
upon which to select books of greater interest and value to each of
the adult groups in the community served.
4. That a composite of such interest patterns be studied by sociol-
ogists and educators to the end of defining the cultural shortages
of typical groups within the population at large. Such shortages
are indicated by socially important topics toward which a group
is largely or wholly indifferent. The shortages thus defined re-
present the educational needs of significant groups of adults which
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4. can be met by wisely selected reading.
5. That students of teacher-training apply the data concerning teachers'
reading interests to the enrichment of the non-professional content of
the teacher-training curriculum.
6. That students of reading examine the relative significance of the various
factors of adult reading interest, as reflected by the data. The results
of such studies should eventually make it possible for anyone who knows
the status of various groups in respect to sex, schooling, occupation,
and other factors to determine the extent to which their reading interests
will differ. -- (16:189-190)
It hardly needs to be stated that follow-up on these recommendations has been
something less than overwhelming.
Of the major studies which have been undertaken on reading interests, special
mention must be made of Strang's Exploration in Reading Patterns, which "...re-
presents a transition from the statistical analysis of masses of data to the insightful
analysis of intensive case studies"' (14:5). Strang made an intensive study of the
reading patterns of 112 persons by means of carefully worked out interviews, into
which were incorporated tests of vocabulary, reading ability and comprehension, as
well as reader interest. The test of reader interest was molded after one prepared
for elementary school children by Robert L. Thorndike and consisted of seventy-five
fictitious titles of magazine articles, each briefly annotated (14:79). From her study,
a number of partially supported hypotheses emerged. The first of these related to the
complexity and uniqueness of each person's reading pattern:
Because so many elements influence one's reading interests and responses, any
attempt to study types is likely to be unrewarding... The explanation of this
marked variation in reading pattern among people of the same age, occupation,
socioeconomic status, and geographical location lies in the hundreds of single
factors which influence a person's reading. Some of these factors,... reside
in the environment--the availability of reading material, the customs and
attitudes of other people in the community, the influence of close friends and
relatives, popular leisure-time activities, vocational and social demands,
and the existence of agencies that promote or discourage intellectual pursuits.
Another group of factors may be found in the childhood experiences of the
person--the effectiveness of his instruction in reading, the stimulation to
read along certain lines, the idea which he has acquired of his own reading
ability, and the approval or disapproval which has been given to his reading
responses. Interacting with environmental factors is the individual's bio-
logical nature, which manifests itself in different qualities of response to
learning situations. Any one of these and other factors may result in modi-
fication of the reading pattern ordinarily expected of certain kinds of people.
The first hypothesis, then, emphasizes the uniqueness of each reading person-
ality. -- (14:2-3)
Strang recognizes that her sampling of cases is not large enough or repre-
sentative enough to warrant generalizations, but hopes that, among other values,
her study might contribute to the methodology of studying adolescent and adult
reading interests, habits, and abilities (14:124). Feeling that methodology is per-
haps the most important contribution of her work, she describes it in some detail,
expressing the hope that "with this information it will be possible for another
investigator to extend the study to other groups and to test further the tentative
hypotheses presented... " (14:73).
Follow-up studies, however, have not been forthcoming. One need not look
far for the reasons for this. The chapter on methodology evidences that thorough-
ness in preparation and execution was prominent in Strang's study. Six inter-
viewers, for example, participated in the project. "All six interviewers selected
had a background in either psychology or personnel work. All had obtained their
Master's degrees in these fields, and three had almost completed the requirements
for a Doctor's degree" (14:73). Furthermore, the interviewers participated in a
preliminary series of conferences in which the investigation and its methodology
were thoroughly discussed. In recent years, financial support necessary for such
a project has apparently not been available.
Thus, today we are confronted with reports on reading interests which are
far removed from the careful statements made by Strang, such as the 1961 re-
port made by the ALA:
From the following report and the responses to questions concerning the
circulation and changing interests of patrons of these 119 libraries, apparently
Americans are reading more seriously, and are more concerned with domestic
politics and the role of the United States in world affairs.
Adult book circulation increased 32 per cent in the last five years in the
libraries surveyed, and the reading emphasis seems to have shifted away from
westerns and to some extent mysteries, popular in former years, toward art,
music, and political affairs with "much greater interest" being shown in science
and technology. --(1:2)
Hart's study of the reading interests of Goucher College alumnae illustrated
some of the problems facing the investigator in this area. One of the slated
purposes of this study was to discover relationships between the actual reading
and the declared interests of the graduates (17:91). To this end a list of thirty-
three subjects compiled from the list drawn up by Waples and Tyler was inserted
in the questionnaire; respondents were asked to indicate their degree of concern
for the subjects listed. Hart did not endeavor to adapt the titles used by Waples
and Tyler, but simply listed the subjects themselves. The list was introduced
by this paragraph:
Perhaps, like most college-trained women in a busy world, you have
not found time to read as much and as widely as you would like. The
following checklist provides an opportunity for you to formulate your
interests. Please indicate the subjects you find interesting and import-
ant, even if you have not been able to pursue them consistently. --(17:98)
In another part of her questionnaire Hart asked respondents to indicate their actual
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reading by going through a checklist and underlining the type of book usually read.
Unfortunately for the purpose of comparing reading interests with actual reading,
she used different terminology in the two lists. Nevertheless, some correlations
are possible; the following table presents some of the comparisons which seem to
be legitimate. Underlined figures in parentheses indicate the relative ranking in
the respective lists (17:46, 76):
Selected Reading Interests of Goucher College Alumnae
Declared Interests of Respondents Types of Books Actually Read
Real Persons (1) 92.2% Biography (2) 58.3%
Interesting Places (2) 77.9 Travel (3) 37. 1
International Relations (2) 77.9 World Affairs (21) . 9
Theater and Dance (8) 67.0 Drama (8) 16.2
Psychology (11)64.5 Psychology (18) 1.5
History (12)63.6 History (4) 36.8
Music (16)58.3 Music (19) 1.2
Religion (18) 57. 0 Religion (5) 26. 2
It should be noted that "fiction" was the most popular category of books read; it was
checked by 75. 1 per cent of the respondents (17:46).
It is not surprising that there is a consistent pattern of low actual reading in com-
parison with stated interests. Some of the comparisons, however, show such marked
discrepancies that further consideration is necessary. Why do so few of those who are
"interested" in reading about international relations, psychology, and music actually
read books in those areas ? Lack of time, lack of easy access to books in these fields,
lack of real interest--all may be suggested. Another possibility of prime importance in
the whole question of ascertaining reading interests should, however, be considered.
Ours is a culture geared to the short treatment which can be quickly assimilated. A
person who is interested, for example, in international relations may find his needs
in this area best met through regular reading of the newspapers and news magazines.
He may well spend more time in such reading than he does in book reading in all other
areas combined.
Waples and Tyler selected topics from periodical article titles and the titles used
in their questionnaire are in the main more suitable as magazine titles than as titles
for books (16:10-11). Nevertheless, they suggest that check lists such as the one they
worked out be used to obtain the interest patterns of all groups "...for the guidance of
the book trade..." and "...as a basis upon which [public librarians may]... select
books of greater interest and value... " (16:189). It would seem that more attention
should be directed to the possibility that persons may well be interested in reading
brief magazine articles on certain matters, but would not feel it worth while to read
books on the same subjects. To be helpful, studies of reading interest should dis-
tinguish between those areas of interest best met by newspapers, by magazine articles,
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and by books.
Few of the studies of the reading habits of professional groups have been con-
cerned with reading interests. Two which were are Strong's study of executives'
reading and the investigation of librarians' reading undertaken by Bundy and Womack.
Strong found that 87 per cent of her respondents who answered the question on reading
interests read various types of non-fiction, while 72 per cent read various categories
of fiction (35:67). The make-up of her checklist of non-fiction indicates that magazine
and book reading are both included. Her results may be given in tabular form as
follows (35:67-68):
Reading Interests of Business Executives
Non-Fiction Interests Interests in Fiction
News and current events 76% Historical ficti< ( 51%
General magazine articles 57 Mysteries and suspense 38
History and biography 41 "Light" novels 29
Economics 37 "Serious" modern novels 21
Sports 23 Adventure stories 19
Science 21 Science fiction "only a few"
Religion 18 Westerns "only a few"
Hobbies 16
The study of librarians' reading by Bundy and Womack also was limited to actual
reading rather than investigating expressions of interest. Respondents were asked to
check whether they read specific subject types and fields "often," " occasionally, "
"seldom, " or "never." The following tabulation summarizes results reported (21:431-
432):
Reading Interests of Librarians
Non -fiction
Interests
Biography
Travel and adventure
Drama
History & Political Sci.
Fine Arts
Social sciences
Religion & Philosophy
Education & Psychology
Science & Technology
Business & Economics
Sports and pastimes
Read
Often
63%
43
34
26
21
19
16
14
6
6
3
Read Sel-
dom or
Never
-
Fiction
Interests
Modern
Historical
Mysteries
Science fiction
Romances
Westerns
Read
Often
43%
28
24
"Few"
Read Sel-
dom or
Never
54%
53
67
81
Over 50
Over 50%
Over 562
WON.."b"IW4%WpdwvAý
`- ~I --;-·---·--- ~~ ---- --:--- --- ---- ---- --
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One of the pioneer area studies of value in connection with reading interests was
made in 1933 in Woodside (Queens Borough), New York, under the direction of Grace
O. Kelley (45). While Kelley did not make an analysis by educational level of the
answers to the questions on general reading interests, she did publish tables on the
reading of "classics" according to education (45:147-148). She also gave an analysis by
education of answers to the question, "Have you any serious life problems which you
wish to read about... ?" (45:152). It is interesting to note that while a significantly
higher percentage of college-educated respondents enjoyed reading the specified
classical authors, the members of this group were for the most part less interested
in matters of practical aid on personal problems than other respondents.
Prescott's study of the Norwood Branch Library is especially worth noting in
connection with reading interests. Her paper is based upon "... records of books
and magazines borrowed from the Norwood Branch of the Cleveland Public Library by
577 adult readers during the month of February, 1954" (46:vi). Only 4.9 per cent
of this group had one or more years of college; thus, there are no significant results
from Prescott's survey for this paper. The classification system employed, however,
does offer suggestions which other libraries might want to use. For the survey, three
by five cards were used to classify information according to the following categories
(46:9, 10):
I. Type of Borrower (male, female, young adult) and frequency.
II. Quantity of Reading.
III. Types of Reading (fiction, non-fiction, pamphlets, magazines, foreign language).
IV. Interests.
Letter symbols were used to designate interests under three main categories according
to the following outline (46:10, 11):
1. Mass (light fiction)
Adventure A
Detective and mystery D
Light love L
Science fiction S
Teen-age romance T
Western W
Magazines M
2. Individualized (fiction and non-fiction)
a. Vicarious Experience b. Personal Development c. Job and School
Fiction F Family living and Job J
Travel T home improvement F School S
Biography B Hobbies H
Humor H Self improvement P
Magazine M Religion R
Magazines M
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3. Cognitive and Aesthetic (fiction and non-fiction)
Aesthetic appreciation A
Literature of high quality L
History and social problems P
Reflection R
Science S
It is obvious that Prescott's categories are aimed at ascertaining something as
to level or quality of reading as well as field of interest. She states that the ". . three
major divisions were classified with two factors in mind: levels of reading ability,
and purposefulness. Books in the Mass division were believed to demand the least
of the reader, while those classified as Cognitive, the most, with Individualized in
the middle" (46:11). Prescott points out that the sub-divisions were made on the basis
of her own personal judgment, as was the case also with the classification of each
title. "This was a highly subjective process that governs the entire study. It would
have been far better to have devised some method of 'pooled judgment' as described by
Gray and Rogers [8:98-99], but this was not possible" (46:14).
Studies on the Quality of Reading
Book reading -- Prescott's study provides a fitting introduction to a consideration
of research on levels of reading. As already noted, Prescott kept two factors in mind
with respect to the three major divisions of reading interest: levels of reading ability
and purposefulness. Elaborating on the second of these factors, Prescott states:
The use of the word "purposefulness" as one of the two factors... implies...
inner drive as well as immediate purpose. It was supposed that reading books
in the "Mass" division was typically passive. "Individualized" interest contains
the idea that the reader is reaching out beyond routine satisfaction. There is
some spark of individuality that determines his choice; a special problem or
need, personal taste, desire for self improvement and wider horizons.
The term "cognitive" refers to the ability to comprehend, to generalize, to
deal with the abstract to some extent. It signifies a reader who seeks greater
understanding of life and is capable of refined perception. -- (46:13)
The following table, adapted from Prescott's study, presents the broad reading patterns
of the 577 adults who checked out books in February, 1954. Percentages refer to number
of readers who checked out books in the respective areas, irrespective of how many books
individual readers checked out (46:32):
Percent of Adults Charging Books at Various Reading Levels
Norwood Branch, Cleveland Public Library, February, 1954
Level of Reading Ability and Purposefulness
Mass Individualized Cognitive
Vicarious Self Im- Job and
Experience provement School Total
31. 2% . 32. 9,% 35. 2% 32.0% 80.4%o 6. 4%
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Prescott testifies to the difficulty of overcoming subjectiveness in assigning
books to the three classes she established. This is perhaps the greatest problem
facing those who would survey the quality of reading. This point is strongly em-
phasized by Reuben Brower:
It is little comfort to be told only that a certain percentage of the public
reads "good" books. The question is how the "serious" public reads these
books, and how the "good books" are selected, and by what critics in par-
ticular. Berelson [50:123] tells us that by "good books" he means "...re-
cognized classics and highly regarded contemporary writing...." One list
he cites (from the American Library Association) includes only a single
title that might serve as a test of "high" reading, if well read. Though it
is true, as Berelson says, that Viewing with Alarm has been the business
of critics in many periods, he fails to see that this must indeed be always
so, that the best readers must always be on guard against the temptation
to read at less than their best level. The sociologist who studies mass
reading habits and other forms of mass culture often does not see that the
teacher-critic is concerned by the decline in the level of choice and re-
sponse among the very people who are reading "good books." (Berelson's
list is sufficient evidence.) He is alarmed by the level of reading among
college graduates and members of the academy, among writers for re-
spectable journals, newspapers, and book club "reviews," and the audi-
ences who depend on their guidance. Here is a problem of research worthy
of the ingenuity and energy of experts on mass culture. --(76:16-17)
This situation has not been completely overlooked by researchers in the field.
Gray reports an intensive study on the reading habits of highly successful men and
women, who were widely read, well-informed, and varied in educational status
from less than high school graduation to possession of the Ph.D. degree:
As an integral part of the study... an effort was made to find out if the
qualities attained as a reader are closely related to the number of years
of schooling. To this end interviews were held with adults representing
three distinct levels of educational advancement, namely, eighth-grade,
high-school, and college graduation. Members of each group were invited
to participate in proportion to their incidence in the population of a mid-
western city. The data showed that the relationship between the two vari-
ables was disappointingly low. Indeed, there was a surprisingly small
amount of variation in the nature and quality of the reading of the three
groups. These findings lend support to the view, which has been voiced
repeatedly of late, that the upper grades, high school, and college are
failing to develop the breadth and depth of interest and the level of reading
competence that may reasonably be expected. -- (81:397)
In the full report on the study referred to above, Gray and Rogers go into some
detail to describe the plan they devised to ascertain quality of reading (8:98-103).
Books reported read were studied by students of the Graduate Library School,
University of Chicago, while magazines reported were appraised by members of the
English Department of the University of Chicago Laboratory School.
Three areas were selected in which to determine the maturity level of
the materials read: its intellectual challenge, that is, the complexity of
the treatment of ideas, situations, or characters, as determined by com-
petent judges; the richness of the ideas, insights, and understandings pre-
sented, as determined by competent judges; and the reading difficulty of
the material, as determined through the use of measures of readability. --
(8:98)
Scales of five levels were developed for the purpose of evaluating the materials in each
of the three areas. For works of fiction, intellectual challenge was considered under
four aspects--plot, characters, setting, and style--five-level scales being developed
for each. For readability, the Flesch readability formula was used. In an appendix
Gray and Rogers publish tables showing the maturity levels determined for all books
and magazines reported read by persons interviewed (8:263-268).
For this method to be used in future studies, experienced and qualified judges
would have to examine books reported read. It would perhaps be feasible as a pro-
ject for a basic study to be made--establishing scale ratings for the classics in
literature, etc. -- with a continuing evaluation to be made of a given number of best
sellers, fiction and non-fiction, each year. Such a project might encourage research
studies in this area.
A more typical method of trying to ascertain something concerning quality of
reading is that reported by Joseph Mersand and Joseph Maggio (12). Letters were
sent to the directors of city libraries, state library commissions, and university
libraries. The basic concern can be seen in the following quotation from the letter:
"Where can I get the facts ? Have you, for example, any comparative figures on
books taken from libraries today and years ago, that would prove anything about
reading tastes one way or the other? Are our students borrowing more or less of
the classics; more or less of the good moderns; more or less good non-fiction?"
(12:24). Mersand fails to indicate the number of questionnaires sent out; replies
were received from seventy-three institutions, including forty-seven libraries
in cities of over 100, 000 population, twenty-one libraries in cities of over 50, 000
population, three state commissions, and two university libraries (12:24).
To the question, "Are our high school and college students reading more good
books than before ?" the investigators received the following answers (12:26):
Yes (largely unqualified) 32 replies
Yes (qualified) 7
No 2
No answer 6
The report notes that "very few libraries were able to furnish statistics which would
conclusively support a positive or negative answer to the general question posed" (12:26).
Somewhat similar is a survey Mersand reported in 1961. Queries were sent to college
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and university librarians. The following data were reported (11:239-240):
Librarians' Observations on Student Reading
Uncer- Re- No-
Yes No tain lated* Total Data
Are college students reading more of
the quality non-fiction books than 10,
20, or 30 years ago? 69.5% 16.4% 12.4% 1.7% 347 120
Would you say that college students
have better tastes in reading than
before? 39.5 31.7 11.9** 9.1 337 130
Do you believe that college students
are developing life-time habits of
reading good books for their plea-
sure, their self-improvement, etc. ? 57.7 29.6 8.9 3.8 345 122
Do you agree with the current criti-
cism of the poor reading habits of
college students we so often read
in the popular magazines? 51.0 33.6 3.3 12. 1 339 126
*"''Related" means that replies were made but that they referred only tangentially to the
questions. In calculating the percentages, only replies with definite answers were
included.
*"About the same": 7.8%.
Mersand says concerning the data he presents: "In short, what we have is as
complete a sampling of the opinion of college librarians as is available anywhere"
(11:241). It still must be observed that this is a very small sampling of the college
and university librarians in the United States. Nor is there any indication as to what
kind of objective data the respondents used in arriving at the opinions stated.
In her study of the reading habits of Goucher College alumnae, Hart endeavored to
ascertain the quality of reading by studying the titles of books reported as read during
the preceding three-month period. She includes in her summary a list of all books re-
ported three or more times by her respondents. Of this list Hart comments: "No in-
formed observer who examines the findings of this study will be convinced that our
graduates' reading represents an impressively high level, judged on the basis of
either scholarly content or literary aesthetics" (17:82). Hart observes that the table of
books reported reveals a large number of best-selling fiction and non-fiction near the
top of the list. The twelve most popular fiction titles are given in the following list
(17:47):
Works of Fiction Read in "Past Three Months" by Goucher Alumnae
Author
Morton Thompson
James Hilton
James Michener
Annemarie Selinko
Herman Wouk
Alan Paton
Norah Lofts
Alan Paton
Ernest Gann
John Masters
Samuel Shellabarger
Nicholas Monsarrat
Title
Not as a Stranger
Time and Time Again
Sayonara
Desiree
The Caine Mutiny
Too Late the Phalarope
Bless This House
Cry, the Beloved Country
The High and the Mighty
Bhowani Junction
Lord Vanity
The Cruel Sea
Times
Mentioned
58
22
19
18
17
16
14
13
12
12
12
11
While the amount of non-fiction reading reported by this group was significantly
lower than the fiction reported, the level would appear to be comparable, as may
be seen from the following list of non-fiction titles reported by ten or more re-
spondents (17:48):
Non-Fiction Works Read in "Past Three Months" by Goucher Alumnae
Author
Elmer Davis
Andre Maurois
Norman Vincent Peale
T. H. White
E. B. White
Maurice Herzog
Charles Lindbergh
R. B. Robertson
Times
Title Mentioned
But We Were Born Free 17
Lelia: the Life of George Sand 14
The Power of Positive Thinking 14
Fire in the Ashes 13
The Second Tree from the Corner 11
Anapurna 10
Spirit of St. Louis 10
Of Whales and Men 10
Hart compares her list with lists "presumed to represent a high level of popular
taste, such as the A. L.A. Notable Books of 1954, " and finds that the Goucher "sample
makes a fair showing, both in fiction read during the past three months and in non-
fiction" (17:83). One cannot help but wonder what is meant by "fair showing. " Of the
thirty-five titles in the American Library Association list of notable books of 1954
(17:42), only seven appear on the Goucher list (which mentioned 104 titles--53 fiction
and 51 non-fiction). Of the non-fiction books, the range in "times mentioned" was
from seventeen to three, with a total of 294 "books read." Six of the non-fiction
books read by Goucher alumnae were titles included in the American Library Association
list of notable books; total readership reported of these titles was sixty-one. The fig-
ures indicate, then, that 20. 7 per cent of the non-fiction works reported read by three
or more respondents were in the list of the notable books of 1954 prepared by the
American Library Association. If the fiction works are added to the non-fiction titles,
WdW...ftdWAW,...d"
--- -- --- ~- - ~-
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there is a total of 700 "books read" with a total of sixty-five notable "books read"
by Goucher alumnae. That is, only 9. 3 per cent of the books reportedly read by
three or more of the alumnae was listed as notable books of 1954 by the American
Library Association. This would seem to be something less than a "fair showing. t
Even more discouraging to those who are optimistic about the level of reading of
college graduates is a study made by W. Stull Holt ten years ago of the sales records
of twenty works in history which had been selected by professional historians as being
among the best such works published in the preceding 30-year period (28). The results
of Holt's inquiries may be summarized as follows: six titles sold over 10, 000 copies
each; four titles, 5,000-10, 000 copies; four titles, around 3,000 copies; four titles,
under 1,500 copies; and sales figures were unavailable for the other two titles (28:
615-617). Holt points out that some of the titles at the top of this list were aided by
the fact that one or another of the various book clubs included them in their offerings.
Two of the top six as well as three others in the twenty were awarded the Pulitzer
Prize, "...a fact which should have stimulated sales among the public if not within the
scholarly circles" (28:615-616). As Holt points out, eight of the best books for which
he had more or less exact figures sold fewer than 4, 000 copies. A footnote calls attention
to the entirely different picture which was obtained in the previous century, when Motley's
first historical work sold 15, 000 copies in two years--this being in a period when the
population of the United States was only a fraction of its present total (28:617).
Holt endeavors to draw appropriate conclusions, considering the data he gathered
in conjunction with other pertinent statistics:
According to the nineteenth edition of The Armerican Library Directory, pub-
lished in 1951, there were 11,034 libraries in the United States. The 6,416
public libraries, not counting branches, should, one would think, buy some of
these histories and biographies. But let us ignore them for the libraries con-
cerned solely with higher education. There were 1,425 college and university
libraries as well as 558 junior college libraries, a total of 1, 983.... To this
potential market must be added the professors of American history. I know of
no figures on them. My estimate is that there are about 7, 500 faculty members
teaching history in institutions of higher learning and my guess is that between
one third and one half of them teach American history, the proportion being
larger in the smaller colleges.... Even if not a single copy had been sold to
a single member of the general public or to a single public library, and of
course some were, the total number of Hicks's The Populist Revolt sold
[1, 500 (28:617)] was not enough to supply each college and university library,
not to mention the professors of American history. Jameson's American
Revolution Considered as a Social Movement, with a total sale of 1, 356 copies,
is available to only a small proportion of the people concerned with giving or
receiving higher education.... The case of Gipson's magnificent work on The
British Empire before the American Revolution [a seven volume set, the average
sale for the seven being "not over 950" (28:617)], which received the second
highest number of votes among the more recent histories, shocked me even more
than that of Jameson's book, which at least sold out the small edition printed by
a university press. -- (28:617-618)
These figures forced Holt to the "...disturbing conclusion that most of our scholarly
history, including the best, is not by specialists for specialists but is by specialists
for a small fraction of the specialists" (28:619).
In the 1957 study made by the National Opinion Research Center of the participants
in the Great Books program, the question was asked, "What book or books--outside of
the Great Books readings--which you read in the last year impressed you as particularly
worthwhile?" (40:86). Of the 1,909 respondents, 609 failed to list any books, and an
additional 142 books were impossible to classify. An attempt was made to classify the
books which were listed into two categories--"more difficult" and "less difficult." Re-
spondents then were classified on the basis of whether their list of "worthwhile books"
included only the more difficult ones, only the less difficult ones, or a mixture. The
first table which follows gives some of the titles listed as classified by the investigators,
the second the analysis of participants' reading (40:87):
Representative Titles Reported Read by Great Books Participants
MJore Difficult Less Difficult
Barnett, The Universe and Dr. Einstein Cozzens, By Love Possessed
Camus, The Fall Ferber, Giant
Ortega y Gasset, Revolt of the Masses Fromm, The Art of Loving
Proust, Remembrance of Things Past Hulme, The Nun's Story
Spinoza, Ethics Lindbergh, Gift from the Sea
Strindberg, Dance of Death Marshall, Mr. Jones, Meet the Master
Level of Books Read by Great Books Participants
Difficult Less Diffi- Impossible No Books
Books Only Mixture cult Only to Cla ssify Listed
Percentage of
respondents 14% 21% 26% 7% 32%
The report states that "none, or almost none, of the books were of a 'lowbrow' sort, and
only a few were highly popular historical novels" (40:85). On the other hand:
Very seriously intellectual books are almost as completely missing as wholly
superficial ones, however. Serious philosophy and criticism were extreme
rarities, and literary works of the first rank were not very common. It is,
of course, possible that the time and attention devoted to the Great Books read-
ing turned the participants' attention away from the more difficult books which
they might otherwise have read, but one does not come away from the question-
naires with the impression that such is the case. -- (40:85)
A slightly different approach was used in the study undertaken by the Fund for
Adult Education in 1956 of participants in Liberal Arts Discussion Programs in the
Los Angeles area:
Those interviewed were asked the titles and authors of the last three books
they had read. These were then classified as "light literature" (including popular
fiction and non-fiction), "serious fiction" and "serious non-fiction." Admittedly
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the classification of the reported books into these categories was difficult
and sometimes arbitrary. On the basis of these classifications, 54 per
cent read "light literature, " 39 per cent "serious fiction" and 53 per cent
"serious non-fiction. "--(39:15-16)
Periodical reading, -- A few surveys have endeavored to evaluate quality of
reading on the basis of the type of magazines reported read. On the basis of
questionnaires returned by Goucher College alumnae, Hart states:
Examination of the records of periodicals read by the sample revealed
findings which are in accord with the comments.., on book reading. All
of the titles ranking high on the list of "magazines read regularly" and
"magazines subscribed to" are popular middle class publications. Com-
parison of these lists with the extensive roster of upper-level and scholar-
ly journals indexed in the International Index to Periodicals shows not
one of these titles ranking high on the list of magazines read by grad-
uates. Only a handful of them are mentioned even once by the sample
answering the questionnaire.
The categories of magazines most popular with our graduates are:
women's, picture, news, digest, general "middlebrow" (e.g., Harper's,
Atlantic), and those universally popular weeklies and monthlies known
to the trade as "slicks. "--(17:83-84)
The National Opinion Research Center's study of participants in the Great Books
program approached this aspect of reading by giving respondents a selected list of
magazines and asking them to check those magazines which they read regularly or
occasionally. The following table presents the results of this inquiry (40:86).
Regular or Occasional Reading of Selected Magazines by Great Books Participants
Magazine Percent Magazine Percent
Time 87% Harper's 45o•
The Reader's Digest 69 Scientific American 22
The New Yorker 69 The New Republic 18
The Saturday Evening Post 59 Art News 8
Saturday Review 49 High Fidelity 7
The Partisan Review 4
On the basis of the data given above, the investigators drew the following con-
clusions:
When one considers the relative circulation of The Saturday Evening
Post and the Saturday Review, or that of The New Yorker and The Reader's
Digest, or even that of Time and The New Republic or Scientific American,
it appears safe to say that Great Books entrants read a disproportionate
number of serious or sophisticated magazines. Quite obviously, however,
most of them do not exclude such highly popular magazines as The Reader's
Digest and The Saturday Evening Post from their reading. -- (40:86)
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The study made by the Fund for Adult Education of the discussion groups in the
Los Angeles area found with respect to periodical reading a slightly different pattern:
In the reading of magazines and periodic literature, 70 per cent read popular
magazines (Life, Look, home magazines, etc.), 60 per cent read news peri-
odicals (Time, U. S. News, Newsweek, etc.), and 60 per cent read serious
periodicals. In the latter were included periodicals like the Saturday Review,
Harper's, Foreign Affairs, and scholarly or professional journals. Of course,
there was considerable overlapping--some 20 per cent reading all three. -- (39:16)
The survey of librarians' reading by Bundy and Womack asked respondents to list
those non-professional magazines which they read regularly and thoroughly. Of the
106 titles named, the following were read by 8 per cent of the sample or more (21:433):
Magazines Read Regularly by Librarians
Magazine Percent Magazine Percent
Time 30% Newsweek 13%
New Yorker 30 Holiday 10
Life 29 Saturday Evening Post 10
Saturday Review 28 Ladies' Home Journal 9
Atlantic Monthly 21 Reporter 9
Harper' s 20 National Geographic 8
Reader's Digest 17 New Republic 8
In the field of market research, numerous studies have been made of the audiences
of individual magazines as well as comparative studies of various groupings. The types
of statistics gathered are in a form not exactly suited to this study. It would be interest-
ing, however, if an extensive study could be made in this area and pertinent correlations
made. Readers of The Most Influential Audience in America (62) are undoubtedly not
surprised at being informed that the major portion of the readership of The Reporter
comes from the college-educated group (62):
Comparative Education of Readers
Last School Reporter Time Saturday Total U. S.
Attended Readers Readers Evening Post Population
College 85.3% 53.9% 38.5% 11.1%
High school 11.7 36.7 50.0 43.1
Grade school 3.0 9. 4 11.5 45.8
Some of the gloss, however, is taken off of The Reporter "education profile" of sub-
scribers when it is compared with the results of a survey made by Rogue of its sub-
scribers (68:12):
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Rogue Readers by Education
Last School
Attended
College
High school
Grade school
Rogue
Readers
62. 1%
33. 7
4.2
Other market research studies have approached the matter of reader analysis by
education in a different way, endeavoring to ascertain the percentages and thus the
numbers from the total population in each educational group which read a given maga-
zine. The following tables, adapted from The Audience of 5 Magazines, illustrates
this method (61:53):
Household Heads by Education--Percentage Coverage of 5 Magazines
U. S. News Saturday
Sample News- & World Evening
Base week Time Report Life Post
Went beyond college 563 16.5% 23. Z% 10.9% 48.2% 31.7%
Finished college 946 15. 1 20. 1 7.8 44. 1 32. 3
Attended college 1, 192 12.3 11.6 5.4 38.6 27.6
Attended high school 4, 107 5.5 6. 1 3. 1 30. 1 20. 6
Attended grade school 1,687 2.2 3.4 1.4 17.3 11.3
All household heads 8,495 7.4 8.9 4.1 31.1 21.5
Household Heads by Education--Number of Readers of 5 Magazines
U. S. 1News Satutay
& World Evening
Population Newsweek Time Report Life Post
Went beyond
college 2, 734,000 450,000 633,000 299,000 1,317,000 867,000
Finished college 4,598,000 692,000 925,000 358,000 2,027,000 1,483,000
Attended college 5,861,000 721,000 680,000 316,000 2,261,000 1,620,000
Attended high sch. 20,211,000 1,112,000 1,234,000 624,000 6,080,000 4,168,000
Attended grade sch. 9,252,000 199,000 312,000 131,000 1,597,000 1,041,000
All household heads 42, 656,000 3, 174, 000 3, 784, 000 1,728,000 13,282,000 9,179,000
While the increasing number of college graduates has undoubtedly contributed to the
rising circulation of "high brow" periodicals (see pages 12 and 13 above), the most
Popular magazines among college graduates continue to be those general periodicals of
wide popular appeal. A thorough study in this area should investigate the numbers of
quality magazines existing at a given time and endeavor to ascertain readership of
the total group and not merely the changes in circulation figures of selected titles. In
the last half century some quality periodicals have died, others have been brought
into existence and are now flourishing. Changes in individual circulation figures or
.~-~- - -~-.~..~
_
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readership surveys of individual or select titles can be put in proper perspective only
when seen in the light of the total periodical publication picture.
Inquiries Respecting the Sources of Books
Very little has been done in recent years in the way of research with respect to
sources of books and the use of the library. Indeed, Ennis and Fryden state:
Inquiry into a community's use of its public library is a fugitive thread in
the fabric of library research. During the early 1930's and continuing inter-
mittently for more than a decade, studies identifying the patrons of the library
and what they read were plentiful. With only a few exceptions, library research
interests have turned elsewhere. -- (41:253)
The 1946 study by Link and Hopf, People and Books (10), continues to be the standard
authority on sources of books, while the 1945 study, What.. Where.,. Why... Do People
Read? (13), and Berelson's 1949 work, The Library's Public (4), are still consulted
when information is desired about the use of libraries.
The following table summarizes the findings of Link and Hopf with respect to the
last book obtained by active readers. No analysis was made of these figures on the
basis of educational level (10:77):
Active Readers--Source of Most Recently Obtained Book
Source Number Percent
Borrowed 1, 119 57%
Bought 617 31
Gift 222 11
Don't know 24 1
The following table presents data gathered by the National Opinion Research Center in
answer to the question, "Do you usually get most of the books you read from the library,
borrow them from friends, buy them, or get them some place else?" (13:8, 9):
Where Adults Get Most of Their Books
Source
Public Pur- Borrow From Rental Other Don't
Level of Education Library chase Friends Library Sources Read
Attended college 31% 36% 14% 9% 3o 7%
Attended high school 24 33 20 9 3 11
Grade school educa-
tion or less 12 30 18 2 5 33
All interviewees 20 32 18 6 4 20
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The next table summarizes data gathered by NORC in answer to the question, "Have
you a library card?" (13:10):
Adults Having Library Cards
Have Library Have No Never Use
Level of Education Card Library Card Library
Attended college 58% 28% 14%
Attended high school 40 42 18
Grade school education or less 17 44 39
All interviewees 32 41 27
Berelson emphasizes that a major correlate of public library use is education:
In every case the proportion of people registered with or actively using the library
rises sharply with the level of schooling.... From 10 to 15 per cent of adults
having only a grade-school education are library users as compared with about
four times as many of the college-educated. The sharp difference is attributable
to the fact that people with more formal education read more easily, as well as
to their reading habits. Those who have spent more years in a school system not
only have had more training in the technique of reading but also they have come to
rely more heavily on books as informational and recreational sources. For these
reasons a disproportionately large number of the public library clientele are
drawn from the segments of the community with the most schooling.
Although this is generally true, at the same time the library clientele itself
is composed of people with little, rather than much, schooling simply because
there are so many more poorly educated persons in the population at large. In
1940 about 60 per cent of the population over twenty-five years of age had had
an elementary school education or less; about 30 per cent, some high school
training; and only about 10 per cent some college education. Thus, while people
with little education use the library relatively much less than do the well-educated,
they may still exceed the latter in absolute numbers. -- (4:24, 28)
Among more recent studies which have made inquiries concerning the sources
of books, Hart's study of Goucher College alumnae may be mentioned. The following
table is adapted from data obtained from her respondents (17:53):
Percent of Goucher College Alumnae Using Various Sources of Books
Percent Using
Sources This Source
Public library 67. 3%
Borrow from friends 48. 6
Gifts 32.7
Purchase 31.7
Book clubs 23. 1
Rental library 20.6
Other 12. 5
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Bundy and Womack, in surveying the reading of librarians, made an attempt to
see if librarians' "... ready access to books affected their purchase of reading ma-
terials and if liblratians not only read but also collect reading materials" (21:431).
The swrvey showed that 93 per cent of respondents had bought books in the preceding
year. The following table shows the variations in numbers of books purchased (21:431):
Book Purchases by Librarians
Number of Books Percent of
Purchased Sample
Over 15 16%
11-15 13
6-10 27
1-5 44
Only 15 per cent obtained books through book clubs.
Writing in The New York Times Book Review, Samuel S. Vaughan reviews the
various assumptions which have been made about book purchases and demonstrates
the fallacy of many. He notes that few studies have been made in this area and states
"the definitive study should be done" (87:4). In explanation for the paucity of research
in this area, Vaughan writes, "When business was bad, most publishers did not have
the money to search for answers. Now that it is booming, most presumably haven't
the time" (87:4). With respect to the several studies which have stressed the low amount
of reading in this country, Vaughan makes the following point:
The fact is that, even discounting the much-touted sales of textbooks,
encyclopedias, paperbound and children's books, sales of hardbound adult
books have increased over 60 per cent between 1952 and 1960, whereas
the population increased less than 20 per cent. In all, nearly 39 million
general-interest hardbound books were sold in 1961. -- (87:4)
While the available information is rather sketchy, the studies which have been
made are such that it is clear the tremendous increase in thre number of college-
educated men and women is one of the chief factors to be considered in connection
with the rising sales figures noted by Vaughan.
Conclusion
While the number of studies made of the reading habits and interests of college
graduates within recent years is small, the general picture which emerged from
earlier and more numerous studies is still much the same: college graduates read
much more than those with less education and their level of reading tends to be higher.
There seems to be some doubt as to whether college graduates are reading as much or
as significantly as they should in view of their educational background. Dupee, for
example, is rather blunt on this point:
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Facts fascinate us. Suppose we take a look at a few about ourselves. For
example, if we went to college more than a quarter of us have not read a
single book in the last year.... America's largest reading and discussion
venture, the Great Books program, has now attained the astounding pro-
portions of involving 25, 000 adults fortnightly. Mickey Spillane has sold
over 25, 000, 000 copies. -- (79:6)
The overall picture on reading in 1956 was one which led Dupee to be extremely
pessimistic:
Today, at any time, only 17 per cent of the adults in the United States may
be found reading a book--any book, Spinoza or Spillane. In England, where
schooling is far from universal, 55 per cent of the population at any given
time may be found reading a book. For the eternal optimist who readily admits
the situation may be bad today but was once worse it should be reported that
the American Institute of Public Opinion found in 1937 that 29 per cent of all
adults were reading a book at the time they were interviewed. I repeat, the
figure today is 17 per cent. -- (79:6)
A more recent survey reported by the American Institute of Public Opinion indicates
that 46 per cent of the total adult population of the United States read a book all the
way through during the preceding year. During the same period, 50 per cent went
to a movie (78).
The fact that there are important implications for libraries in the rising educational
level can hardly be missed. It is possible, however, that incorrect conclusions will be
drawn. Thus, Lacy, in reviewing the steadily rising proportion of young people gaining
college education, notes that ".. .the figures suggest a probable threefold or fourfold
increase in library use over the next twenty or twenty-five years" (82:281). Lacy
cautions, however, that it is important at this stage to take a look backward:
Many of the factors we anticipate as operative over the next twenty years or so
were also operative over the last twenty.... We have benefited over the last twenty
years, as we will in the next, from a steady extension of educational opportunity
and from a rapidly rising level of college attendance. Moreover, libraries in
those decades markedly improved their resources and their competence to give
service. If the grounds of our startling surmise as to the future be sound [i. e.,
a probably threefold or fourfold increase in library use over the next twenty or
twenty-five years], a backward projection would lead to an assumption of at least
a doubling of library use since 1937. But the fact is that that use, at least as
measured by adult circulation, has remained static--and on a per capita basis
has probably decreased. This is not true of the last few years when circulation
has swung upward again after a long decline. But it is clear that we have no
assurance that increases in education and leisure will in fact be transformed into
library use. -- (82:281)
Lacy points out that during the same period general book publishing experienced a
ninefold growth. He concludes that people are reading more than ever before, but that
the library is being used less for recreational reading. "In the 1930's American adults
got most of their books for pastime reading through libraries. Today they buy most of
them, mostly in expensive paper editions, secondarily through book clubs, and in some
degree--as prewar--through bookstores" (82:284). Lacy expects this type of use to be
stabilized at approximately its present per capita level, which of course means a "steadily
increasing total use." He suggests that the public librarian, aside from the changes that
war or a general depression would bring, "... can himself control the recreational use
of his library by curtailing or by expanding his purchases of currently popular books and
by measures to diminish the inconvenience of library use, particularly by the increase in
the number of small neighborhood branches" (82:285).
Lacy then turns to a consideration of that which he calls the purposive use of the
library and notes that there has been a quite different trend, "...crudely measured by
the fact that non-fiction has risen since 1939 from 31 per cent of all adult circulation
to 54 per cent in 1955" (82:285). Thus, in a period when general use of libraries de-
clined, non-fiction reading increased by 33 1/3 per cent. Lacy proceeds to examine
the accompaniments of this trend and their meaning for the future:
For at least two centuries powerful forces have been at work to democratize
if not universalize this formerly restricted cultural tradition. Doubtless the
most powerful of these forces has been the revolution in technology based on the
sciences embodied in the high cultural tradition. This is essentially a modern
development. One can, of course, find precedents..., but by and large until
the mid-nineteenth century the science of the universities and the learning in
books touched but lightly the daily round of occupations by which the world's
goods were produced. -- (82:285)
Lacy goes on to cite other forces democratizing learning: the simultaneous complication
and democratization of government and the drive toward an equal dignity of men in the
cultural as well as the economic and political sense.
The consequence of these converging forces is the development of a level of
popular intellectual curiosity--even hunger--such as we have never known before
in this country and an almost revolutionary elevation of popular cultural tastes....
All these educational and cultural developments are combining to produce an
audience potentially far more apt to use the library purposively for information,
for further self-education, and for cultural experience and development than before.
The existence of this potential audience is already reflected in the rise in non-fiction
circulation and in reference service. -- (82:287)
Writing in The Assistant Librarian, Mrs. S. Simsova surveys the small amount of
research in reading being carried out in the British Isles. In words which could just as
well apply to the situation in this country, she writes: "While all around us market research
and consumer research vie with each other, librarians are curiously reluctant to find out
about the tastes and needs of their readers and the services they are offering them" (84:192).
The changes which are currently going on in the cultural world as outlined by Lacy suggest
that it is more important than ever that worthy research projects be undertaken in this still
largely unknown territory.
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